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Never Forget Photo's DIY Photobooth
is an all-in-one unit that provides a

professional and quality photobooth experience

for only 299.99!*

®DIY Photobooth

How does it work?

Pick up the booth
or have it delivered

directly to you.

Get creative and
make your own
DIY photobooth

backdrop.

After some great
photobooth fun,
return the booth.
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photobooths with personality

photobooths with personality

We provide professional photobooth equipment...

DSLR Camera 4 Candid Photos

 x 2

Instant Photostrips

...in a small and portable package!
So easy to use—just plug it in, turn it on and go!

You create a DIY phootbooth backdrop...

374 Weber Street East
Kitchener, Ontario

N2H 1G5

1.888.501.0199 | www.neverforgetphoto.ca | info@neverforgetphoto.ca

*Plus HST **$500 refundable deposit required

...And voila!
Professional photobooth fun at a DIY price!

Visit www.neverforgetphoto.ca to check availability

®Reserve your DIY Photobooth  with convenient 
online payment

® Pick up the DIY Photobooth from the designated
pickup location or choose the shipping option and
have it delivered to you.**

®

How do I book a DIY Photobooth ?

Some things you may be wondering...
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®The DIY Photobooth  comes with no less than 400 photostrip 
printouts; That’s enough for 4+ hours of non-stop use.

Two photostrips are printed just seconds after each photobooth session.

®To start the DIY Photobooth , just plug it in and press the power button. 
You will be taking pictures just seconds later!

We will give you a USB key with digital copies of all your photos.

®The DIY Photobooth  is only 36cm tall, 48cm long and 38cm wide;
it fits in the trunk or on the passenger seat of most small cars.

If you choose the shipping option, we will pre-arrange the pickup for
after your event. Simply pack the booth back in the box in came in
and it will picked up from the same location it was delivered to.

The minimum rental period is 24 hours.

®If you need assistance with the DIY Photobooth , we have someone on 
call to help—just call our 1-888 number.
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